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Abstract
In this paper, a geometric approach for global selflocalization based on a world-model and active stereo
vision is introduced. The method uses class specific object recognition algorithms to obtain the location of entities within the surroundings. The perceived entities in
recognition trials are simultaneously filtered and fused
to provide a robust set of class features. These classified perceptions which simultaneously satisfy geometric
and topological constraints are employed for pruning
purposes upon the world-model generating the location
hypotheses set. Finally, the hypotheses are validated
and disambiguated by applying visual recognition algorithms to selected entities of the world-model. The
proposed approach has been successfully used with a
humanoid robot.

1. Introduction
The self-localization capability is essential for autonomous systems, like humanoid robots, operating in
built-for-humans environments, where the use of vision
is the only natural approach. In those structured environments the geometrical and topological interrelations
of the elements provide substantial advantages for feature extraction, object recognition and self-localization.
Self-localization can be categorically divided into
global and fine localization [8]. The first one considered
in this paper determines the position and orientation of
the robot (pose) within a world coordinate system U ,
see Fig.6. The second one deals with the continuous
state (dynamic-pose) of the robot.
So far, vision-based self-localization approaches
([4],[8]) have been commonly conceptualized as the extraction and processing of image features, which by
means of recursive state estimations provide the continuous location of the camera(s). However, partially significant visual landmarks (stored scale invariant featu-
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res) and assessed poses (only linked to the unknown initial pose) provide insufficient useful information for real
applications. In these cases, the robot requires plenary
environmental information (vision-to-model coupling)
to actively interact with its environment, i.e. solving assertions concerning the status of its world, visual planning, grasping, etc. These limitations can be overcome
with a proper mechanism which provides fast and reliable global localization by systematically exploiting the
intrinsic natural constraints accessible through an effective and consistent world-model representation.

2. Outline of Visual Self-Localization
This approach1 consists of a collection of active
visual perception-recognition components, a worldmodel and a hypotheses generation-validation apparatus, see Fig.1.

2.1. Object Recognition
The basic inputs are perceived-recognized objects,
i.e. Percepts, see Fig.1-a. For instance, but not limited
to handles, doors or windows in a building, see Fig.2.
The advantage of using class-based object recognition
schemas has been previously exploited [10]. In this way
not only fast and robust methods are applied but also
the data association between features and model entities is partially2 solved. In contrast, general feature approaches [8] lack of model association while offering
poor reliability compared to those specific ones.
In this approach, doors and handles are robustly recognized by means of gaussian classification over characteristics feature spaces extracted from class specific
descriptors of the eigenvectors3 of corresponding colorsegmented regions from stereo images, see Fig.2-b.
1 Additional

material at http://i61www.ira.uka.de/users/gonzalez/
to the class-instance association level.
3 From the covariance matrix of the color-clustered regions.
2 Up

Figure 1. The model-based visual self-localization approach. a) Visual perception-recognition components. b) Recognition fusion. c) Percept subgraphs. d) World-model at graph pruning. e) Hypotheses generation-validation. f) Pose estimation.

Subsequently, the left-right cross match using size, position, orientation, perpendicular distance to the epipolar line and standard disparity constraints [7] allows
powerful rejection of the remaining outliers.

where ρ1 and ρ2 denote the eigenvalues of the blob.
Here, the components represent the axis-compactness
and the angle-length discrepancy between the mean
color of the blob and the ideal color of the handle. The
remaining outliers are discarded using the Shi-Tomasi
response function [9] to verify the existence of two parallel edges meeting at clear corners on both ends.
In addition, many specific recognition components
may be added to improve the performance of the system
at graph filtering by increasing the amount of partitions
of the graph, i.e. reinforcing constraints and increasing
pruning.
2.1.1 Ego Perception and Recognition Fusion. Despite the robustness of the class specific algorithms and
due to certain phenomena (varying illumination, singularities of the field of view, etc.) false positives might
sporadically occur. In order to anticipate these situations, all recognized objects are related to the ego center
Xego of the robot by considering its kinematic configuration while executing the scanning-strategy, i.e. the
planned trajectory for capturing stereo images using the
head of the robot. The resulting registration data structures include frame identifier, type of the percept and its
3D location.
In the next phase, fusion begins by calculating distances between percepts of same type in frame t and
those found within the frame range [ς0 (t),ς1 (t)], herein
the functions ς0 (t) and ς1 (t) provide the first and last
frame that share visual space with the frame t. As a result, percepts which closest distance to other percepts
exceeds the threshold4  are ignored.
Within this phase, there is a tacit underlying 3D
3
→
multimodal spatial-density function ∂
α (X) : 
 of the percepts type α (see Fig.1-b), which implies that the stationary points X{αi ,ς0 (t),ς1 (t)} (the lo-

Figure 2. Class specific object recognition.
The used growing region generation criteria admit
pixels considering the size of the region (Si < Smax )
and the volume (Vi < Vmax ) of the ellipsoid expanded
by points Kmean , Kmin and Kmax , see Fig.2-a. Afterwards, 5D feature vectors
T
Fi := [Xc , Kmean
]T ,

(1)

are used to compute the mean shift algorithm [3] for
clustering regions, which present chromatic and spatial proximity, i.e. Blobs. In this manner, the shifting
method benefits from processing less (but still coherent)
features. Experimental results show a reduction from
2000-3000 ms to 100-200 ms.
Subsequently, the blobs representing doors were recognized by means of the descriptor
Vd := [

1
2
dρmax
dρmax
Si
, θ1 , θ2 ] T ,
ρ1 , ρ2 ,
dmin dmin Li

(2)

which components involve the ratios of the maximalminimal lengths (the projection from pixels along each
blob axis), the elasticity (ratio area-perimeter LSii ) and
the angles θ1 and θ2 (see Fig.2-c), which restrict the convexity and skewness of the blob. Afterwards, the descriptor of the handle is given by
ρ1
·K
mean ), ||Q − Kmean ||]T , (3)
Vh := [ , arccos(Q

4 The

ρ2

2

size of the 3D field of view.

cations of the α-modes) describe the fused locations
of the α-elements of the set. Elements converging to
X{αi ,ς0 (t),ς1 (t)} constitute the fusion set (cluster delineation in [3]) with a cardinality C{αi ,ς0 (t),ς1 (t)} . Finally,
the point X{αi ,ς0 (t),ς1 (t)} allows to determine the amount
of frames Ts in which the corresponding percept has to
be found. Consequently, subsets carrying through the
minimal confidence criterion
C{αi ,ς0 (t),ς1 (t)}
Ts (X{αi ,ς0 (t),ς1 (t),ι} )

> Emin

this is a function describing the distance between the
p
perceived-recognized objects Oi f with locations Xi and
the center of the left camera CL [6].
The result of the filter is a set of links ψ{α,β,φ,τ } ⊂
Λ connecting nodes of type α to nodes type β which are
separated by a distance φ with an error-tolerance τ =
maxi∈Θ (i ), where Θ denotes the subset of objects of
both types
m
m
ψ{α,β,φ,τ } ⊂ {O(i,α)
× O(j,β)
: (φ − ||Xi − Xj||) < τ }. (8)

(4)

The active link set ψact consists of nodes from the intersection of m proximity filtering results
m


p

are merged into a fused percept Oi f , where the parameter ι relaxes the calculation contemplating errors introduced by noisy percepts and ego-mapping. Conclup
sively, the collection of all Oi f forms the set Hf , see
Fig.1-b,c.

ψact :=

The world-model has two levels of abstraction. On
the first level, the 3D vertices and their composition describing geometric primitives are stored. On the second
level, these structures compose instances of object models Oim with attributes, e.g. identifier, type, size and
pose. The collection of object models instances constitutes the node set

2.3.2 Orientation Filtering. A more powerful technique to reduce the nodes cardinality in the set
ψact consists of accepting only those elements which
incidence-neighbour nodes have a relative pose, i.e.
pf
a displacement vector Vi,jk
from the neighbour node
pf
p
Oj to a third linked node Okf in terms of the created
, which is linked to the egoreference frame SPi,j,k
ercept
perception frame, see Fig.3.

(5)

whereas the link set
Λ ⊂ {Oim × Ojm : i > j, |Xi − Xj | < }

(6)

depicts the connections λi,j formed by all object model
instances which relative distances fall below the threshold  .
The considered world-model5 kitchen consists of
611 rectangular prisms, 124 cylinders, 18 general polyhedra with 846 faces all arranged by 1,524 general
transformations (rotation, translation and scaling) with
a total of 13,853 vertices and 25,628 normal vectors
composed in the scene-graph6 from the construction
CAD model and verified against real furniture with laser
devices, see Fig.6.

Σ

Figure 3. The world-model graph being pruned

2.3. Graph Pruning

by means of orientation filtering, with a complexity
O(m2 ), where m is the degree of the node being filtered.

The previous world representation has been enriched
with schemas, which not only integrate and filter the
ideal graph model with the noisy percepts, but also create constraints Ωξ Oim , Ojp yielding to the hypotheses
set Δ, see Fig.1-c,e.

In this sense, the definition of the frame has to be
consistent while considering the noisy nature of the percepts, as follows: first, three non-collinear elements
p
p
p
Oi f , Oj f and Okf are selected from Hf specifying
i,j,k
the frame SP ercept := [Ri,j,k
, Xif ] relative to the egoP ercept
perception frame7

2.3.1 Proximity Filtering. When our algorithm filters
links in the world graph, noise is taken into account as
deviation
1
f
i ∼
= (||Xi − CL ||)2 ,
ζ

(7)

δ1 = Xjf − Xif , δ2 = δ1 × (Xkf − Xif ),

5 Human-centered
6 Extending

(9)

Each filtering stage O(n) produces a remarkable reduction of the cardinality of the set ψact , i.e. the remaining nodes should have neighbours with restricted types
at constrained distance ranges. A high performance
was accomplished by means of dynamic programming
techniques (distances-lookup table O(n2 ) ) filtering only
previously selected nodes.

2.2. World-Model

Ξ := {Oim }i=1,...,n ,

ψ{αi ,βi ,φi ,τi } .

i

environment [1].
http://www.coin3d.org/

7 Which

3

orthonormal basis vectors are {e1 , e2 , e3 }.



n e

δ3 = δ1 × δ2 , RPi,j,k
n
ercept = δ · 

n=1,...,3

 p

Finally, a fourth sphere Ω4 Ot f , Ohm uniquely determines the position of the robot,i.e. the intersection
of

p
the latter pair of points with Ω4 Ot f , Ohm , see Fig.4-d
 pf m 

.

Next, the relative displacement is computed
V

pf

i,jk

p

p

i,j,k
= SP
(Xj f − Xk f ).
ercept

(10)

P(1∧2∧3∧4) = J(1∧2∧3) ∧ Ω4 Ot , Oh

Therefore, it is possible to reject nodes which do not
have a “similar” displacement vector among two of
their neighbours with corresponding type and proximity. This noisy-similarity is made quantifiable as the discrepancy length μ and the angle κ between the percepts
m
V p and those from the model Vu,
, expressed on the
uw
i,jk
u,w,v
world-model frame Smodel . Fig.3 shows the subspace
p
m || < μ
Σ bounded by ||V p − Vu,
·
max and arccos(V
vw
i,jk
i,jk

.

(13)

When more than one matched percept subgraph was
extracted, it implicates different plausible positions of
the robot. In order to generate and disambiguate those
location hypotheses the conformal geometric algebra
[6] is used by expressing spheres as computational
primitives as well as computing general intersections
among them. Fig.5 shows the latter concepts in an efficient location hypotheses generation mechanism.

m )<κ
Vu,
max .
vw

When filtering nodes, the combinational
burden is reduced by computing only subgraphs which
link lengths fall into the range ||Vi,pjk || ± μmax .

2.4. Hypotheses Generation and Validation
The sequence of previous stages extracts model
subgraphs, which simultaneously match the typedincidences and the relative-poses of acquired percept
subgraphs. Latter associations establish the coupling
between the visual space, world-model and physical
world, see Fig.1-c,d. In fact they impose restraints
which are the geometric-compelling keys to deduct the
6D pose of the robot.

p
Each association Oi f , Ojm constrains the position
of the robot Xego to a subspace of all points which are
p
Xi f units away from Xjm . This subspace is in fact
 p

a sphere Ω Oi f , Ojm centered at Xjm (the position of
p
the matched world-model node) with a radius Xi f ,
i.e. the distance from the fused percept
 pto the egocenter, see Fig.4-a. Now considering Ω1 Oi f , Ojm and
 p

Ω2 Okf , Olm , two restriction spheres (see Fig.4-b),
they implicate that the position of the robot belongs to
both subspaces. Hence, the restricted subspace is a cir-

Figure 5. Location hypotheses generation.
Due to uncertainty in the fused percepts, the intersection between restriction spheres is likely to fall in
degenerated states (e.g. spheres may not meet, uncertainty from distant percept could diminish the system
precision, etc.), which could compromise the quality
and existence of the pose-solution. In order to contemplate these facts with their side effects, a statistical
method (for a complete description including detailed
experimental results see our approach [5]) has been introduced, which in a closed-form simultaneously ensures the solution existence (i.e. maximal density position) and improves the precision of the localization by
considering the uncertainties from Eq.7 and the mapping process in section 2.1.1.

Figure 4. The Ωi subspaces-intersections constraining the position of the robot. a) Sphere. b)
Circle. c) Pair of points. d) Point.
cle, i.e. the intersection of spheres
 pf m 

Z(1∧2) = Ω1 Oi , Oj

2.4.1 Generation. Percept subgraphs are used to produce the zero-level set, composed of spheres
 m p
Φ0 := {Ωζ Oi , Oj }ζ=1,...,n .



p

∧ Ω2 Okf , Olm .

These spheres are intersected by means of the wedge
operator ∧ in an upper triangular fashion producing the
first-level set Φ1 comprising circles. The second-level
set Φ2 is computed by intersecting those circles with
spheres from Φ0 . The latter resulting pair of points are
intersected in the same way creating the third-level set
Φ3 . Here, points from the intersection of four spheres

(11)

Following
 pf

the
same pattern, a third sphere

enforces the restriction to a pair of
points, i.e. circle-sphere intersection, see Fig.4-c
 pf m 

Ω3 Or , Osm

J(1∧2∧3) = Z(1∧2) ∧ Ω3 Or , Os

.

(14)

(12)

4

are contained. Elements of Φ2 without descendants in
Φ3 and all elements in Φ3 represent location hypotheses
 m p
Δ :=

Ωξ O i , O j .

(15)

ξ

The total computational complexity O(n4 ) is feasible
because in the practice n ≤ 4.
2.4.2 Validation. Hypotheses
are checked by select
p
ing associations Oi f , Ojm which were not considered
when the current validating hypothesis was generated.
In case there is more than one prevailing hypothesis,
an active validation needs to take place by selecting
objects from the model and localizing them in the visual space. The criterion to select the discriminator percept is the maximal pose difference between pairs of
hypotheses.

Figure 6. ARMAR-III self-localization.

2.4.4 Pose Estimation. Once the location hypothesis
has revealed the position of the robot Xego , the 6D pose
is expressed as
u,w,v
i,j,k
Sego = Smodel
[SP
]−1 .
ercept
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This is the transformation of the kinematic chain coupling the world-model frame Smodel with the perception
frame SP ercept , see Fig.6.

3. Experimental Results and Conclusions
The global self-localization of the humanoid robot
ARMAR-III [2] within the modeled environment was
successfully performed using this approach, see Fig.6.
The scanning strategy takes 15-20 seconds processing
20 real stereo images, graph model pruning takes 100150 ms. Finally, the hypotheses generation-validation
takes 200-500 ms.
The proposed approach solves the global localization by using the conformal geometric framework and
an efficient graph representation of interrelated geometric object features. The resulting pose and those visionto-model subgraphs associations provide very substantial information which is fundamental for autonomous
systems, where the visual coupling is needed for higher
planning, strategic or semantic abstraction levels.
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